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Modifications to FliteTest’s 
Simple Cub - Part 2

By Ken Myers

Nothing Remains the Same Forever

The Changes to the New FT Plans - v.1.1
I download the Simple Cub v.1.0 plans 

from FliteTest on February 19, 2018.  The 
current version of the plans, as of 
November 2019, v.1.1, is available at:
https://store.flitetest.com/flite-test-simple-cub-
electric-airplane-kit-956mm-flt-1053/p675949

The plans are located by clicking on 
the tab titled “Resources”.

I downloaded “4- FT Simple Cub v1.1 
Tiled B Plans.pdf” on November 19, 2019.

The changed, modified and added 
pages for v.1.1 include:
ii: the plans layout page - more pages
Tile - B3: no longer shows the B fold, has 
added note about the windscreen using a 
45 degree single bevel
Tile - B4: B fold note moved here
Tile - B5: 45 degree single bevel note 
added to landing gear fairings
Tile - B13: two holes added to the 
removable power pod, the A fold note was 
moved

Tile - B15: (new) templates for windshield 
& windows, part of lightening side graphic
Tile - B16: rest of lightening side graphic
Tile - B17 through Tile - B22: float parts
Tile - B23: landing gear wire with new 
dimensions which provide a taller landing 
gear that moves the wheels slightly 
forward and doubles the length of the axles 
and provides a somewhat wider “stance”. 
(This was Tile - B15 in v.1.0)

The total pieces of 8.5” x 11” paper, 
required to print the v.1.0 plans, is 63, but 
that does not include the graphics 
templates nor the floats.

It requires 95 pieces of 8.5” x 11” 
pieces of paper to print all of v.1.1 
including the graphic templates and floats.

The Changes in Specifications
The current specifications are found on 

the previously noted store.flitetest.com 
Web site.
Original: weight without battery 0.9 lb. 
(408g) - that is 14.4 oz.
Latest: 10 Oz (Fully assembled; without 
battery) [283.5g KM]
Original: Control Surface Throws - 12 
degrees throw (ailerons/elevator/rudder)
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Latest: Control Surface Throws - 12-16 Degrees
Original: Recommended Motor - MT2213-920KV 
https://store.flitetest.com/emax-mt2213935-935kv-
brushless-motor-emx-mt-1534/p733346 
Latest: Recommended Motor - Flite Test B Radial 
or 370 size, 1200kV Minimum 
https://store.flitetest.com/flite-test-radial-2212b-1050kv-
brushless-motor-flt-3034/p846360 
KM Note: The MT2213 notes a Kv of 935 not 920. 
The MT2213 did not come with a cross mount. It is 
bolted directly to the firewall. 
The FliteTest 2212B notes a Kv of 1050. 
My question, “Why does FliteTest note a minimum 
of 1200 Kv?” 
Original: Recommended ESC - 18-30 amps 
Latest: Recommended ESC - 20 - 30 Amp 
Original: Recommended Battery - Lumenier 
1000mAh 3s 35c Lipo Battery 
Latest: Recommended Battery - 3S 11.1V LiPo 
1300mAh 
Original: Recommend Props - HQProp 8x4.5 CCW 
Propeller Slow Flyer - 2 Blade (2 pack) 
Latest: Propellers - 8x4.5 
KM Note: the latest recommended power pack is 
the “Flite Test Power Pack B "Radial Edition””. 
https://store.flitetest.com/flite-test-power-pack-b-
radial-edition-flt-3059/p983485 
That power pack includes “(2) Propellers (9x4.5)”. 
The photo of the 9x4.5 prop, on their Web page, 
makes it look like it is a “slow fly” type. 

 The float plans were originally available as a 
separate plan set.  It was nice of FliteTest to include 
that option on the latest version of the plans. 
 The window and windshield graphics, as well as 
the lightening graphic originally need to be sourced 
from the the FliteTest forum and the Internet.  It is 
really helpful to have them included on the plans. 
 When viewing the latest store/flitetest.com 
Website, I noted a statement, on November 18, 
2019.  “We can’t wait to see how many memories, 
pilots, and modifications come from our great FT 
Family!” 
 On November 18, 2019, there were two linked 
videos on the store Website Home page. 
https://youtu.be/DMC1UdZNDgk 
 This is the introduction video. 

 The wording on the screen capture indicates that 
this is a “DIY Beginner RC Plane”. 
 I previously noted the differences between the v.
1.0 plans and the v.1.1 plans.  
 I wanted to find out if there were any other 
changes. 
 I printed out the pages from the v.1.0 and the v.
1.1 pdfs, from FliteTest, that contained the throw 
gauge.  Both printed throw gauges were identical in 
dimensions.  I used the measurements from the 
printed throw gauge to create a CAD drawing. 

 As previously stated, “Latest: Control Surface 
Throws - 12-16 Degrees”. 
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 I also printed the v.1.0 and the v.1.1 sheets with 
the fuselage doublers.  They were identical. Why 
this was important to me is discussed later. 
 I was disappointed to note that the only 
significant change to the v.1.1 plans was the change 
in the length, and thus the angle, of the landing gear 
wire. 
 On September 27, 2019, FliteTest posted a new 
video titled, “Smartphone Controlled Foamboard 
Plane?  Power UP 4.0” to YouTube. 
https://youtu.be/y8B2jSw10t4 
 While the video does not relate directly to the 
Simple Cub, it does relate to research and testing 
that I actually did while creating my modifications.  
The topic actually discussed is making “gliders” for 
glide testing a design and the importance of a “glide 
test” when prototyping.  This seems to be a “lost 
art” in this era of ARFs. 

Continuing With My Modifications 
 I hope that you took the time to look at my log 
of YouTube videos while I was modifying my 
various versions.  
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep18/FT-Cub-Videos.html 
 Watching some of those videos will demonstrate 
the “flyability” of the FliteTest Simple Cub. 

A Model Aircraft Design Study Using 
My Modified FliteTest, Plans Built, DIY, Simple 

Cub 
By Ken Myers 

 The first draft of the final version was written in 
July of 2018, but I never published it.  It has been 
revised and updated in November of 2019. 
A Beginning: My History With the Flite Test 
Simple Cub 
 After discovering the FliteTest Simple Cub in 
October, 2017, I “borrowed”, enlarged, extended 
and modified its wing design to create the wing for 
my RUA 2-4-10 trainer design. 
 In April 2018 I did a presentation at the 
Midwest RC Society monthly meeting. The 
presentation was called "Who and What is Flite 
Test?" The highlights of the presentation were 
turned into an article in the July 2018 Ampeer. 
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampjul18/ampjul18.htm#FT 
 The article described who and what Flite Test is 
and what they aspire to be. 

 Shortly after that meeting and presentation, I 
decided to build the FT Simple Cub from the free, 
online plans and Adam’s Readi-Board from the 
Dollar Tree store.  The ultimate goal, for my version 
of this plane, was to use it as a trainer with my 
student pilots. 
 To achieve this goal, I originally planned to 
build it exactly as designed. 
 The FliteTest build video was used as a guide 
during construction. 

https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc 
 Through the course of my journey with this 
design, I ended up building four versions of the 
Plans Built, DIY version of this plane. 
 I kept a build and flying log for each of the 
versions. 
http://theampeer.org/Simple-Cub-all-data/Kens-FT-
Simple-Cub-v4/Construction-Flying-Notes.html 
 This diary contains what I did, when I did and 
why I did it.  It is mostly complete, but it is long! 
 You may, or may not, have the desire to read 
through the whole evolution of my modifications, 
but you should at least take a look near the end of 
the document where I use a video to show the 
outcome of my modifications. 
 Because of my extensive research of this design, 
I went way off the rails with Version 1 (V1) and 
didn’t end up with a FliteTest Simple Cub.  I ended 
up with a Ken Myers’, highly modified, Simple Cub 
before I’d ever have flown one. 
 I wrote a first rough draft regarding this plane, 
but I was not satisfied with it, and therefore never 
published it. 
http://theampeer.org/Simple-Cub-all-data/Kens-FT-
Simple-Cub-v4/Z-Kens-FT-Simple-Cub-V3-Mods/
My Simple Cub/FliteTest Simple Cub Simplified 
Plans/Kens-Mods/Kens-Simple-Cub-Mods.html 
 That draft can be viewed online.  I made no 
attempt to correct factual, punctuation or spelling 
errors in the draft version.  I did add a few 
comments to the document to somewhat update it.  
It is presented just to share my thinking. 
 I decided that I had not stayed close enough to 
the Flite Test design and created a Version 2 
fuselage for use with the Version 1 3-channel (3-ch) 
wing.  With Version 2, I made every attempt to keep 
the design as close as possible to the original 
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design.  A second draft was created about my V2 
modifications while working on Version 3. 
http://theampeer.org/Simple-Cub-all-data/Kens-FT-Simple-
Cub-v4/Z-Kens-FT-Simple-Cub-V3-Mods/Kens-FT-Simple-
Cub-V2-Mods/Kens-Simple-Cub-V2-Mods.html 

An Important Note About the Flite Test Store 
Website 

 The Flite Test Store Website was updated on 
July 20, 2018. https://store.flitetest.com/ 
 There were some changes regarding the 
specifications and information on the recently 
posted Flite Test Simple Cub Electric Airplane Kit 
(956mm) page. (The throw amount change was 
noted in Sept. 2018 Ampeer.) 
https://store.flitetest.com/flite-test-simple-cub-
electric-airplane-kit-956mm-flt-1053/p675949 
 The original page can be found here. (included 
in Sept. 2018 Ampeer) 
https://web.archive.org/web/20180106032727/
https://store.flitetest.com/ft-simple-cub 
 The tables illustrate the differences between the 
information on the original page and the updated 
page.  The parts list also includes an inventory of a 
Simple Cub kit won by Dave Stacer at the 2018 
Mid-Am.  The kit arrived from Flite Test the second 
week of July, 2018. 

The Significant Differences Between the Original 
Page, New Page and Shipped Laser-cut Kit 

 Under “Specifications”; the Control Surface 
Throws recommendation was changed from 12 
degrees for all control surfaces to 12 - 16 degrees. 
(included in Sept. 2018 Ampeer) 
 It is unclear if this means 12 to 16 degrees or 12 
degrees Low rate and 16 degrees High rate. 
 Under “Kit Includes”; popsicle sticks was 
added, but with no explanation as to why. They are 
used on the rear center section of the wing and the 
part of the wing panels that adjoin wing there to 
protect that area from the rubber bands. 
 Note that the 2.54mm wire, for the landing gear, 
is missing from both Flite Test Web pages.  It is 
included in the accessory pack. 
 It appears that the accessory pack, included in 
Dave Stacer’s kit, was for the Simple SCOUT not 
the Simple Cub.  It included the Simple SCOUT 
decal. 
 The biggest difference between the Simple 
SCOUT accessory pack and Simple Cub accessory 
pack is that it contained only 2 pushrods and #64 
rubber bands. 
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Photo of Contents of Dave Stacer’s Kit 
 Like the popsicle sticks, the zip ties are never 
explained anywhere. 
 The Spec sheet in Dave’s kit noted that the 
recommended motor is a 2822 1200 kv minimum.  
The digits and letters in the previous sentence are 
copied exactly as printed on the Specification sheet.  
 The Spec sheet on the DIY Plans and the plans 
themselves were not updated by July 21, 2018. 
 The Specification sheet on the plans and in the 
kit notes the Weight Without Battery as 0.9 lb. 
(408g) which is 14.4 oz. The new store page notes 
the Dry Weight as 10 oz., but it does not note the 
weight without the battery. 

My Modifications, Starting From the Rear 
The Tail Skid 

 I used a tail skid only on Version 2 (V2). It did 
not make a difference for me when flying from a 
short cut grass RC flying field.   
 The plane doesn’t take off so much as it leaps 
into the air.   
 I don’t try to taxi small planes on our grass 
flying field.  I just set it onto the center line of the 
runway, pointed into the wind, whenever possible, 
and take off. 
 The Simple Cub, flown at the end of the Flite 
Test build video, does not have tail skid on it. 

https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc 
 Most of the Simple Cubs, shown in YouTube 
videos of this plane, do not have the tail skid added, 
although a few have tail wheels added. 
http://www.theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep18/FT-Cub-Videos.html 
 The Build video does show the Tail Skid being 
added. 

https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc?t=4531 
 Even when flown from a hard surface, the plane 
still leaps into the air.  This can be seen in the 
Simple Cub videos found on YouTube when the 
plane is rising off the ground (ROG). 
http://www.theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep18/FT-Cub-Videos.html 
 This video shows the Simple Cub rising from a 
hard surface in some wind. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vmLVWNv4Uc 
 The Simple Cub in the video also leaps, more 
than rises, into the air. 
 I left the tail skid off on my V3 and my final 
Version 4 (V4). 

Hinging of the Movable Surfaces 
 Instead of using a knife to try and cut the 45 
degree bevels for the moveable surfaces, I beveled 
all of the hinge lines using the sandpaper method.  
The method is shown in this video from Flite Test. 

https://youtu.be/cHP9bNBr874?t=106 
 To get a 45 degree angle for the rudder hinge, I 
measured back 3/16” from the hinge line on the 
rudder towards the rear of the rudder and drew a 
line paralleling the hinge line 3/16” behind the 
hinge line.  I cut only through the top paper along 
the line and removed only the top paper.  The bare 
foam provided a sanding guide. The rudder was 
flipped back over the horizontal stabilizer and the 
unit placed near the edge of the building surface.  A 
sanding block, held at an angle, was used to create 
the 45 degree bevel between the hinge line and the 
3/16” line where the paper was removed.  The same 
procedure was used for the elevator hinge bevel.  
The 4-channel (4-ch) wing aileron hinges were done 
in a similar manner. 
 The 4-channel wing, with the 3-ch wing 
dihedral, was only flown on V2 and V3. The results 
were unsatisfactory.  
 Staples Fiberglass Filament Tape, 0.9" x 60 Yds, 
Clear, 1/Roll (467886-CC) was placed across the 
top of the hinges on V1, V2 and V3.  The final 
version, V4, didn’t need the tape. The TopFlite 
EconoKote covered the hinges and the beveled 
edges and created the hinge. 
https://www.staples.com/Staples-Fiberglass-
Filament-Tape-0-9-x-60-Yards/product_467886 
https://www.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0095p?
FVSEARCH=econokote 
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The Control Horns 
 Large Great Planes Nylon Control Horns were 
used on all the movable surfaces; rudder, elevator 
and both ailerons on the aileron version of the wing. 
 I always preferred the GP horns over the Dubro 
horns because the GP screw heads were the Phillips 
type, while the Dubro control horns use a slotted 
type head. The slotted type head can allow the flat, 
plain type screw driver tip to slip out of the slot and 
mar the surface. 
 The large, nylon Dubro control horns can still 
be purchased from Tower Hobbies and used instead 
of the large GP control horns. 
https://www.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?I=LXD933&P=ML 
 As previously mentioned, the recommended 
control throws are now “12 - 16 degrees.” 
 The plywood control horns on the DIY plans, 
and provided in the kit, have the outer most hole of 
the control horn approximately 1/2” above the 
movable surface. 
 In the build video, Josh notes that the servo end 
pushrods go into the innermost servo arm hole, the 
hole closest to the servo arm screw. 

https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc?t=3700 
 He also notes that the elevator and rudder 
control horn ends go into the outermost hole of the 
control horns. 

https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc?t=3513 
https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc?t=3570 

 There is a throw gauge provided on the DIY 
plans and in the laser cut kit.  Josh is shown using 
the throw gauge when he talks about setting up dual 
rates. 

https://youtu.be/Uw0_9Zmcewc?t=3984 
 The provided throw gauge has one angle on it 
that is approximately 21 degrees for the low rate (L) 
and another angle on it that is almost 27 degrees for 
high rate (H).  
 Those angles do not agree with the stated throw 
of 12 - 16 degrees. The angles on the included 
throw gauge provide too much throw for this type 
of aircraft and lead to over controlling the plane. 
 The undesired results of having too much throw 
can be seen in many of the YouTube videos of the 
Simple Cub. 
http://www.theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep18/FT-Cub-Videos.html 

 I created another 
throw gauge with 
one angle at 12 
degrees and the 
other angle at 16 
degrees. 

(Continued Next 
Month, Feb. 2020) 

English Language 
Update of 

“Lithium Polymer Battery Technology - An 
introduction with special consideration of RC 

model lithium batteries” 
Dipl.-Ing. Frank Siegert 

 I received an email from John Julian on October 
3, 2019 about Frank Siegert’s great article being 
updated to English by the author himself.   
 The email had a link to John Julian’s October 3 
post on RC Groups. 
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3423037 
 In his post, John noted that the original article 
was only available in German.  He said, “I did a 
very crude transliteration into English which is in 
this thread 
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/show...d-into-English 
and then Ken Myers cleaned it up a bit and 
published it in Ampeer.” 
http://theampeer.org/lipo-intro/lipo-intro.html 
 In his recent post, John put a download link to 
Frank Siegert’s English version.  
http://theampeer.org/lipo-intro/LithiumAkku3fin_englishJJ3c.pdf 
 In the January 2019 issue of the Ampeer I wrote 
the following in the article titled, “Pack Test and 
Comparative IR Using Three IR Meters”. 
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampjan19/ampjan19.htm#IR 
 In his Electric column, in the December 2018 
issue of Model Aviation, Greg Gimlick started his 
discussion of several ways to obtain a battery’s 
calculated internal resistance. Part 2 was in his 
column in the February 2019 issue. 
     I also have discussed a battery’s internal 
resistance, and how to measure it, in the September 
2017 and October 2017 issues of the Ampeer. 

Measuring a Battery Pack's Internal Resistance (Ir) 
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep17/ampsep17.htm#IR 
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Measuring a Battery Pack's Internal Resistance Part 
2 
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampoct17/ampoct17.htm#IR 

     If you need more background, these articles 
should be helpful; 
Lithium Polymer Battery Technology: An 
Introduction by Frank Siegert 
http://theampeer.org/lipo-intro/lipo-intro.html  
And 
Learning About LiPo Batteries by Ken Myers 
http://www.theampeer.org/Learning-LiPo/Learning-LiPo.html 

 In his RC Groups post, John states, “It [Frank’s 
article] was an invaluable source of authoritative 
information from a qualified professional who knew 
what he was talking about. It is a most useful 
summary of LiIon and LiPo technology if you are 
interested in how our flight packs work.” 
 If you want the “real” skinny, from someone 
who knows what they are talking about, read 
Frank’s article, and more importantly, absorb it! 

 While on the topic of LiPo batteries and internal 
resistance, please take note of Greg Gimlick’s 
excellent article on the new version of the ESR 
meter in Model Aviation, January 2020, p. 76 - p. 
78. 

A LiPo “C” Rating Recommendation and 
Failsafe Warning 

From Joe Hass via email 

 I read through that latest AMPEER [October 
2019]. 
  I have one comment that is opinion. 
  I always go with the highest C rating available 
at the price you can afford. Recent batteries are 
about the same size with 60 to 90C ratings. They 
never get hot but put out phenomenal performance. 
In fact, the price differential has virtually 
disappeared. 
 The following comment is is a STRONG 
RECOMMENDATION / REQUEST. 
  Always Rebind / Link after setting up an 
aircraft. On some radios throttle must be reversed to 
function correctly. If you don't rebind that failsafe 
function may wind up being reversed. That is in 

failsafe the throttle goes to full high instead of full 
low. 
 Not that this has ever happened to me. 

Joe Hass 
joehass@gmail.com 
248-321-7934  

John Goodenough Wins Nobel Prize 
John Goodenough is the oldest recipient in the 

history of the award. 

 On October 16, 2019, Keith Shaw sent me an 
email with a link to a DesignNews article about Dr. 
Goodenough. 
https://www.designnews.com/batteryenergy-storage/battery-
engineer-nobel-winning-rock-star/32899155461693?
ADTRK=InformaMarkets&elq_mid=10712&elq_cid=90209 
 He is a “hero” to both Keith and myself and 
responsible for the “A123 cells” that we continue to 
use though this day. 
 He was responsible for much, much more in 
implementing lithium technology into all of our 
daily lives.   
 I highly recommend this short read about him 
because we owe so very, very much to this man and 
the technology he invented that has not only helped 
our hobby but our daily lives. 
 Congratulations John Goodenough! 
 If your are not familiar with John B. 
Goodenough’s contributions to battery and other 
modern technology, you should check out this 
video. 
Are Solid State Batteries About To Change The 
World? | Answers With Joe 

https://youtu.be/g0nA8CfxBqA 

2019 - 2020 Indoor Flying at the Ultimate Soccer 
Arenas 

2019 -2020 Skymasters R/C Club Indoor Flying/
Driving at the Ultimate Soccer Arenas 

The Best Indoor Flying Venue Anywhere!
Join Us on Tuesdays*

At the Ultimate Soccer Arenas
Where It Is Always Warm and Dry!

Located at 867 South Blvd., Pontiac, MI 48341
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October 29th through April 14th
From 10 AM through 1 PM*

Spectators Welcome and FREE
Trainer Planes on Site
Come Check It Out

Single Flying Session ONLY $10
Any 5 Session Punch Card $40
25 Season Season Pass $120

Pay at the door or register online at:
http://www.skymasters.org

Have Any Questions?
Contact the Event Director at:

indoorfly@Skymasters.org
Or call Fred at 248-770-3239

All Pilots MUST Have Proof of Current AMA 
Membership

A Special 3 Month Trial AMA Membership is 
Available

* Consult the Schedule on the Skymaster’s Website 
for Exact Times and Dates

Preregistration is now open at the Skymasters’ 
Website

http://www.skymasters.org

Schedule:
DECEMBER: FEBRUARY:
* Mon. 23rd–4 hrs Tues. 4th
* Mon. 30th–4 hrs Tues. 11th

Tues. 18th
Tues. 25th

JANUARY: MARCH:
Tue. 7th Tues. 3rd
Tues. 14th Tues. 10th
* Mon. 20th-4 hrs. MLK Day Tues. 17th
Tues. 28th Tues. 24th

Tue. 31st

APRIL
Tues. 7th
Tues. 14h

Dates & Times Subject To Change. 

Please note that a special area is set aside for 
electric RC Drivers. Did you note that Driving 
was added to the title?

Costs and dates are the same for drivers as fliers.

Indoor Flying at the Legacy Center in Brighton, 
MI 

Start Date: Wednesday November 6  
Time: 12 p.m.- 2 p.m. 

Place: Legacy Center Sports Complex 
9299 Goble Dr, Brighton, MI 48116 

Cost: $10 cost per session 
Don't let the cold keep you from flying 

For More Information Visit the Hamburg Flyers 
Website 

http://hamburgflyers.org/forum/ 

The Upcoming Keith Shaw Birthday Party 
Electric Fly-in 2020 

 The Balsa Butchers are hosting the “Keith Shaw 
Birthday Party Electric Fly-In”, for the 18th year, at 
their field near Coldwater, MI.  The event takes 
place on Saturday, May 30, 2020. It is a one day 
event again this year. 
 The event consists of Open Electric Flying with 
a "Special Guest of Honor Theme”, Happy Birthday 
Keith Shaw [June 6].  
 Enjoy a day with the "Pioneering Master of 
Electric R/C Flight". 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Saturday.  NO 
LANDING FEE! Donations for field maintenance 
and lunch appreciated. 
 For additional information contact; 
Dave Watson 517-250-6190 or 
flybuddy619@yahoo.com 
Contest Director: Dave Grife - E-mail:  
grifesd@yahoo.com or Phone: 517-279-8445 
Please e-mail or call with any questions. 

mailto:flybuddy619@yahoo.com
mailto:grifesd@yahoo.com
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 The field will be open for guests to fly on 
Sunday as well. 

A New Motor & ESC Line at Innov8tive Designs 
 Lucien Miller has recently started carrying a 
new brand of outrunner motors and electronic speed 
controls (ESCs). 
 The brand name is “Bad Ass”.  Yeah, I know! :-( 
 Ampeer readers should know by now that I am a 
HUGE FANBOY of Innov8tive Design’s Cobra line 
of brushless out runners. The 
reason is simple. He provides 
actual, real, measured data for 
each of the Cobra motors. 
 He is now providing that 
same kind of data for his new 
line of motors.  
 I recently received a mass 
email from Lucien regarding 
these new motors. The 
following is from that email. 
 “Here at Innov8tive 
Designs, we are always 
amazed at the lack of 
performance data and 
specifications that most motor 
brand manufacturers provide 
for their motors. (Me too. KM) 
We’re talking about Motor 
Specs and Prop Charts here 
guys and you should demand 
them. (Absolutely! KM) 
 Innov8tive Designs wants 
you to get the ideal power 
system for your model every single time, and for 
that, you need highly detailed prop charts.” 
 He then provides some examples. 
“Motor Brand "A" Prop Data 
3520 size 800Kv motor 
Retail price $109.99 
Voltage Range 11.1-14.8V / 3-4S LiPo 
Power System Recommendation: 45 Amp ESC, 4S 
LiPo, 12x6 to 13x8 Electric Prop 

Motor Brand "B" Prop Data 
3520 size 770Kv motor 
Retail Price $94.99 

Voltage Range: 3–5S Li-Po or 10- to 16-cell Ni-
MH/Ni-Cd 
Props: 11x7 to 14x10 prop 
BadAss Brand Prop Data 
3520 size 790Kv motor 
Retail Price $74.99 
Our Prop data…. 
https://badasspower.com/pub/propcharts/
BA3520-790-Specs.htm" 

 The screen capture shows part of that linked 
page of data. Clicking the link will show the 
complete table for the data using 3S, 4S, 5S and 6S 
LiPo pack voltages. 
 At this time, I have no experience with these 
motors, but I believe they might be worth 
considering for a future project. 
 I truly appreciate Lucien’s efforts to inform us 
about what we are purchasing. It requires a massive 
number of man-hours. Thank you so much Lucien. 
 Okay, I have to say it, the name of the brand, I 
don’t care for it.  Guess I’m just too old to get it or 
think that it is “hip”. 
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The Ampeer/Ken Myers
1911 Bradshaw Ct.
Commerce Twp., MI  48390
http://www.theampeer.org

The Next Monthly Meeting:
Date: Wednesday, Jan. 15, 7:30 p.m.

Place: Ken Myers’ house - address in header

Upcoming E-vents 

Starting October 29th through April 14th, Indoor 
Flying at the Ultimate Soccer Arenas in Pontiac 
from 10 AM through 1 PM (details in this issue)

Starting Nov. 6, 2019, Wednesday, 12 p.m.- 2 
p.m., indoor flying at the Legacy Center Sports 
Complex, 9299 Goble Dr, Brighton, MI 48116 
(details in this issue) 

January 15, 2019, Wednesday, EFO meeting, 
7:30 p.m. Everyone with an interest is welcome. - 
watch for possible date changes due to the weather 
on the EFO Web site. 

Radio Control Club of Detroit, 24th Annual 
Swap Meet, Sunday, January 26, 2020 
Time: 9 a.m. - Noon  

Location: Knights of Columbus Hall 
23695 Mound Rd., Warren MI 48091 
1/3 Mile North of 9 Mile Rd. on West side of Mound Rd. 

Adults - $5.00 
Children under 5 – Free! 
Children under 12 yr old - $1.00 
Free Parking 
Door Prizes, 50/50 Drawing 
Special Raffles all day 

Food and Refreshments: $3.00 Waffle Breakfast 9:00 - 
11:00. 

Contact info: To reserve tables or general info contact: 
Paul Newby at 586-747-7675 or email to: 
paul.newby51@gmail.com 

Vendors: Tables $20.00 each 
(Includes 1 admission per table) 
Table set up at 7:30 AM 
Vendors requested to stay until Noon 

More Info at: www.rccd.org


